
QThe Quantum Tech is a team of passionate youngsters 
who strive to improve professionally with each passing day. 

The team believes in listening to clients needs and 
delivering the promised services. 

For professionals at Quantum Tech growth is essential 
both personal and professional and that makes our services 
sstand out every time.



APPLICATION



Api Client: Rest Api Client

Platforms: Android apps

Technology:
ApiClient app helps you to test the Rest API 
with your phone including features like import, 
edit and export postman collections.
With this, you don't need to look for your 
laptop or PC whenever you need to test and 
mmodify your REST APIs. You can work on 
them anytime, on the go.



TWChallenge

Platforms: Android apps

Technology:
Take charge of your organization’s well-being. 

Upgrade to the next level of well-being with 

team-based online challenges.

 

TWChallenge brings you live online sessions, 

tteam leader-boards and guided development 

plan for health and well-being.



Majestic pickup

Technologies: React native

Description:
Majestic pickup



Azuki Gold Jewellery

Technologies: Android / iOS

Description:
Azuki Gold is the application for where customer can 

order their Jewellery online.

 

 It has facility to save your category and products like

 Ring, Earings etc.

  

Customer can do order offline as well and it can be 

submitted once customer's device come in 

range of internet for few seconds.



byFarmerz - Grocery 
Shopping at Your Fingertips

Technologies: Android / iOS

Description:
By Farmerz is an online vegetables, fruits and grocery 

booking platform that provides vegetables, fruits and 

other household items at your doorstep in Bangalore

on daily basis. We Create value for our customers to build 

an everlasting relation. Unbeatable prices and 

disdiscount with fast delivery.



FluencyRun

Technologies: Android / iOS

Description:
Understand native speakers when they talk to you. 

Learn how to think and answer automatically in English 

so you can succeed when you talk to native speakers 

in real life.  At the end of the day, English fluency comes 

down to how many hours you spend in contact 

with with real English. That's why it all actually comes 

down to the way you feel about yourself and 

about English when you are studying, listening, 

reading.



MedGreen - Online 
Medicine Ordering App

Technologies: Android 

Description:
MedGreen is the fastest growing Pharmacy app. 

You can save FLAT 20% on purchase medicines 

online & up to 70% on Wellness products with 

MedGreen. You can purchase online medicine 

and get home delivery of medicines within 

112-24 hours. Download the medical app now 

and get best discount on medicines.



GoTug

Technologies: Android

Description:
GoTug is a tow sharing app that connects drivers and 

riders that need their vehicles towed from one place to 

another.



Voilacabs Driver

Technologies: Android

Description:
Get taxi by just one tap , download Voila cab new app 

and on one go you have Taxi at your doorstep .

Here are some of the features what makes this script 

unique compare to other competitors in the market .

Customised Algorithm for Car Pooling , Driver can 

alalways switch between Car pool or Private car.



Book Selling App - 
Users Preview and Buy Books

Technologies: Android

Description:

Sell your books via the App

Show previews to users before they buy the book

Book Download only after Purchase

PayPal Payment Integration

 

 



Taxi Drop Driver

Technologies: Android

Description:
Taxi drop app offers the most convenient way to book a 
ride & fastest way to book a ride. With more than 100,000 
cabs & taxis in eastern Nigeria.
 
 
DDownload the app, complete the fast signup process
& book your first ride. And enjoy free trip as you ride 
 
 
 

 

 

 



CXOsync Events

Technologies: Android



Eventendor - Wedding
Planning And Event Planning

Technologies: Android

Description:

Eventendor is all you need when planning for your next 

event, whether it is your family function or your 

corporate event. Find vendors for your events, compare 

their offerings and budget. Discover new event ideas 

and inspiration, browse through thousands of vendors 

aand book meeting with them at your time. 

Select your preferred artists, venues, DJs and 

many more. Use search filters to find what 

you're looking for and vendor reviews to make 

informed choices.n.



City Mall - Explore Deals

Technologies: Android

Description:

City Mall Version 1.0 is here!
City Mall is all about finding the right store for the 
next purchase at the mall!
 
The app lets you browse through the mall right from 
yyour fingertips and explore the brands present 
at the mall!

City Mall app surprises you with specialized deals 
offered to you by the brand! Tap the 'Surprise
 Me' button and wait for the deals to 
bombard you!
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